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possession or under his/her control any dirk, dagger, ice pick, unguarded razor or 
knife with a blade measuring over 2 1/2” in length, or folding knife with a blade 
that locks into place (California Penal Code, Section 626.10).

Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is characterized by unwelcome, offensive attention, requests, 

invitations, innuendo and/or conduct of a sexual or suggestive nature. Such 
behavior can threaten or interfere with one’s ability to learn, participate or work. 
When exercised by a person in a position of authority, such as an instructor or 
supervisor, it can contaminate the learning or work environment and impede a 
person’s academic progress or work status.

Informal complaints of sexual harassment against another student or against 
another member of the university community may be lodged with any of the 
discrimination contact persons. For further information, contact the director of 
the Office of Equity and Diversity, USU-301, (562) 985-8256. Issues involving 
final grades must be resolved through the grade appeals process established by the 
appropriate college and/or by the University Grade Appeals Committee.

Skateboards/Scooters
The operation of skateboards is prohibited on all streets, alleys, sidewalks, 

parking facilities, driveways, paths and grounds of CSULB [Long Beach 
Municipal Code, Chapter 10.54—see especially Section 10.54.040 (G)]; 
California Code of Regulations, Section 42353.1. The use of any scooter or 
skateboard is not permitted in buildings.

A “skateboard” is any board or other flat object which has wheels attached to 
it by any means whatsoever and which is intended to be propelled by pushing, 
pulling, or forces of gravity and to which there is not affixed any device or 
mechanism for steering (LBMC 10.54.010).

The operation of a motorized scooter is permitted on all CSULB streets, alleys, 
parking facilities and driveways, but the scooter may not be ridden on sidewalks or 
pedestrian paths or in facilities. A “motorized scooter” is generally any two-wheeled 
device that has handlebars, is designed to be stood or sat upon by the operator, 
and is powered by an electric motor that is capable of propelling the device with or 
without human propulsion. For purposes of this section, a motorcycle, motor-driven 
cycle, motorized bicycle, moped, or toy is not a “motorized scooter” (California 
Vehicle Code, Section 407.5; and Section 21220-21235).

Gas-engine powered scooters, or electric- or gas-engine powered skateboards 
are not permitted on pedestrian walkways or paths.

Smoking Policy
CSULB policy prohibits smoking or use of any device or product which simulates 
smoking:

• Inside buildings and courtyards.
• Within 20 feet of building entrances, windows and air intakes.


